The A Line: Inches, Seconds, and Everyone

Shawn Combs Walding - Project Engineer
Metro Transit – Minneapolis/St Paul
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A Line: Metro Transit’s first arterial rapid transit service
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10 mile length
20 stations
4 cities, 4 roadway authorities
Varied roadway context

•
•
•
•
•

Mostly mixed traffic
2 Light rail connections
13-bus fleet
High frequency corridor
$27 million project

• expressway to dense urban commercial
to residential

Full suite of new & unique features
Top cap beacon
Destination Sign

Roof-Mounted
Heaters & Lights

Security camera
Station ID
Information & Maps
Real-time NexTrip
monitor
Emergency Phone

Foundation
Wall

4’ Clear Zone

Real-time annunciator
button & speaker

Near-level platform
height
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Detectable warning
edge

The vertical inch: Curb Height
• Objective: Decrease boarding time (32% of anticipated
delay), provide LRT-like ridership experience
• Strategy: Raise curb height at platforms to 9” to
achieve near-level boarding
3%
Traffic
• Benefits:
• Faster, easier boarding
• Reduced kneeling
• Reduced lift activation

• Challenges
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23%
Red
Light

32%

42%
Moving

Boarding
• Drainage
• Access point tie-ins
• Communicating unique design to multiple contractors
• Results:
• Opportunistic implementation (~40%)
• More difficult to implement adjacent to building faces
• DOT Traffic opposed

The green seconds: Nearside/Farside
Objective: Position station platforms at
appropriate location relative to intersection
to achieve balance of speed, safety, and
space
Strategy: Start with farside location paired
with TSP at signal
Benefits:
• Reduces red light dwell
• Removes vertical elements from
cross traffic sightlines
• Pulls loading zones away from
intersection ped ramps
Challenges
• Adjacent property owner concerns
• Concerns of intersection clearance
• Proximity to high rider locations
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Result:
Developed “framework of comfort”
25% of platforms are nearside –
Dense urban environments
constrained
Visibility concerns at nearside
configurations

The arrival minute: Beacon
Objective: Transitway station experience, strong and
consistent branding, arterial BRT identity
Strategy: Install pylon beacon that pulses when bus
is less than 1 minute from platform
Benefits:
• Provides simple real time rider info at greater
distance from platform
• Capitalizes on vertical elements
• Visually ties platform area to “enhanced
service”
Challenges
New, vertical, lit roadside element for every
road authority
Concerns of safety & driver distraction
Will it work??
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Result: Soft implementation approach
Presence has become integral to unique BRT
experience

As the construction dust settles…
• Ridership

• 38% increase over 2015 weekly ridership totals on same
route

• Design

• Consistency
• Visual discovery – sightlines
• Systems reliability phase

• Reliability

• Additional bus purchased to ensure reliability
• TSP working well anecdotally, more monitoring
planned
• Very positive customer comments, sum of inches and
seconds felt strongly through regular/daily ridership
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Takeaways
• When precedent is unavailable…..
• “Take data seriously” – Christof Spieler

• Walk hand-in-hand with road authorities- these are
important inches and seconds, proceed with open
eyes and open dialogue
• Provide time to revisit design decisions during
construction – recall original purpose and need to
find solutions
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The story continues
• C Line

• Currently – preliminary
design
• 2017 – Final Design
• 2018 – Construction
• Opening 2019

• New Challenges

• Narrower right-of-way
• Greater coordination
with concurrent corridor
projects

• But…the learning curve
softens
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Documenting our precedent
• Lessons Learned
• Design Narrative
• Spec Review
• Arterial BRT Design
Guide
• Cost Calculators
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Shawn Combs Walding
BRT Project Engineer
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